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MOTOTRBO XiR P3688 
ACCESSORiES

No matter where you go or what you do, 
MOTOTRBO™ is made for clear, coordinated 
communication in the busy workplace. To help you 
excel in your job, you need accessories that match 
the performance of your MOTOTRBO radio – that 
truly fit your environment. That’s why it’s important 
to use Motorola tested and certified accessories with 
your XiR P3688™ portable radio. They’re the only ones 
designed, built and tested with your radio to optimize 
its performance.

Only Motorola accessories unleash the full power 
of MOTOTRBO – the most advanced digital radio 
platform in the industry. so as you walk from the 
production line, across hotel grounds, or to the store 
stockroom, you can work more easily and efficiently 
wearing a comfortable, convenient accessory. 
combine our best-in-class radios with XiR P3688 
accessories to achieve even greater productivity and 
cost-savings. Together, you’ll rethink what’s an 
accessory – and what’s a necessity.

FREE YOURSELF TO WORK MORE EFFiCiENTLY
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a wide selection of styles fit the way you work – from discreet clear 
acoustic tube styles to over-the-ear styles. With inline push-to-talk 
and microphones, these accessories are easy to access on the 
go, so you can stay focused on the job. choose from a variety of 
surveillance kits and ear microphones to communicate discreetly.

EARPiECES
PMLN6533 earset with combined microphone and PTT*

PMLN6535 D-style earpiece with microphone and push-to-talk

BDN6720 Flexible ear Receiver (Receive Only)

PMLN6532 Mag One swivel earpiece with inline microphone and 
push-to-talk

PMLN6534 Mag One earbud with inline microphone, push-to-talk  
and VOX switch

PMLN6531 Mag One ear Receiver with inline microphone, push-to-talk  
and VOX switch

PMLN6537 Mag One earset with boom microphone and inline push-to-
talk and VOX switch

7580372e11 Replacement Foam ear cushion (for BDN6720a)

SURvEiLLANCE ACCESSORiES
Surveillance Kits

PMLN6536 2-Wire surveillance Kit with quick disconnect translucent 
tube, black

PMLN6530 2-Wire surveillance Kit with translucent tube, black

PMLN6445 2-Wire surveillance Kit with translucent tube, beige

Surveillance Accessories and Replacement Parts

RLN6230 extreme Noise Kit with 2 foam earplugs, black clip (for 
PMLN6536)

RLN4760 / RLN4763 small clear, comfortable earpiece (right/left ear)

RLN4761 / RLN4764 Medium clear, comfortable earpiece (right/left ear)

RLN4762 / RLN4765 Large clear, comfortable earpiece (right/left ear)

5080384F72 Replacement foam plugs for RLN6230, pack of 25

5080370e97 Replacement standard clear rubber eartip for RLN6242, pack 
of 25

RLN6242 Replacement quick disconnect translucent tube with 1 clear 
rubber eartip (for PMLN6530/PMLN6536/PMLN6445)

REMOTE SPEAKER MiCROPHONES
PMMN4029 Windporting Remote speaker Microphone, submersible (iP57)

PMMN4013 Windporting Remote speaker Microphone with 3.5mm audio 
jack (iP54)

PMMN4092 Mag One Remote speaker Microphone

REMOTE SPEAKER MiCROPHONES ACCESSORiES

aaRLN4885 Receive-Only covered earbud with coiled cord

RLN4941 Receive-Only earpiece with translucent tube and rubber eartip

WaDN4190 Receive-Only Flexible earpiece

PMLN4620 Receive-Only D-shell earpiece

EARPiECES AND SURvEiLLANCE ACCESSORiES KEEP THEM FOCUSED ON THE GO

PMMN4013

PMLN6535

* coming soon

OPTiMiZED FOR DiGiTAL
Make sure to only use Motorola audio accessories with this digital symbol, it 
indicates these accessories have been optimized for performance in both digital and 
analog mode. All accessories with this symbol have been certified and approved for 
XiR P3688™ portable radios.

TEMPLE TRANSDUCER
PMLN6541 Lightweight Temple Transducer Headset with inline microphone and push-to-talk

Temple Transducers provide clear audio without covering your ears. 
Because they rest comfortably on your temples, they make it easy 
to communicate and wear hearing protection or keep your ears 
uncovered to hear what is going on around you.

TEMPLE TRANSDUCERS HEAR ONLY WHAT YOU NEED TO

PMLN6541
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PMLN6539

When you need a cost-effective solution for light-duty users, trust 
Mag One™, the only value line tested and certified by Motorola. 
They extend the value of your radios without breaking your 
budget and are ideal for hospitality, security and retail teams.

MAG ONE vALUE MEETS vERSABiLiTY

PMLN6531

PMLN6534

* coming soon

as an added plus, you can re-use all of your batteries and chargers 
from your GP3188/GP3688 radios. since MOTOTRBO batteries are 
Proven Tough, they stay true and stand tougher than others. in lab 
test after lab test, our batteries withstand shocks, knocks, drops 
and shakes and outperform the other brands. 

BATTERiES
NNTN4851 NiMH 1400 mah battery

PMNN4098 NiMH 1400 mah battery

NNTN4970 slim Li-ion 1600 mah battery

NNTN4497 High capacity Li-ion 2250 mah battery

PMNN4450 Li-ion 2700 mah battery*

SiNGLE-UNiT AND MULTi-UNiT CHARGERS
aZWPLN4138 Desktop Rapid charger w/Us Na Plug

aZWPLN4139 Desktop Rapid charger w/euro Plug

aZWPLN4140 Desktop Rapid charger w/UK Plug

PMLN5192 Desktop Rapid LeVeL4 sMPs charger w/eUR Plug

PMLN5204      Desktop Rapid KORea LeVeL4 sMPs charger 2571886T01  

PMTN4096 Desktop Rapid charger with china plug

BATTERiES AND CHARGERS PROvEN TOUGH BATTERY TESTiNG PASS RATE

47%

53%

52%

98%MOTOROLA

POWER PRODUCTS

MULTiPLiER

HONEYWELL

See www.motorolasolutions.com/proventough for details.

Our lightweight headsets provide lasting comfort and our heavy-duty 
headsets provide comfortable ways to protect your hearing in noisy 
environments. even if your teams are logging extra hours stocking 
shelves or clocking overtime on the manufacturing line, they 
can communicate confidently. Heavyweight headsets offer extra 
durability and protection in more rugged and noisy environments.

HEADSETS
PMLN6538 Lightweight Headset, over-the-head, single muff with 

swivel boom microphone

PMLN6542 Mag One Ultra-Lite Headset, behind-the-head, adjustable 
with boom microphone and inline push-to-talk*

PMLN6539 Heavy-Duty Headset, over-the-head dual muff with swivel 
noise cancelling boom microphone (24dB noise reduction)

HEADSETS COMFORT AROUND THE CLOCK

PMLN6538

PMLN6539

PMLN6540 Heavy-Duty Headset, behind-the-head dual muff (hardhat 
compatible) with noise cancelling boom microphone, inline 
push-to-talk and 24dB noise reduction

ReX4648 Replacement Foam Windscreen and ear Pad (for PMLN6538)
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You’ll be amazed at how much time you’ll save when your radio is 
always in the same place. Our versatile portfolio includes leather 
and nylon carry cases to protect your radio in tough places, while 
ensuring it’s easy to find and use.

CARRY ACCESSORiES

RLN5383 Hard Leather case with 3” Fixed Belt Loop and D-rings

RLN5384 Hard Leather case with 2.5” swivel Belt Loop and D-rings

RLN5385 Hard Leather case with 3” swivel Belt Loop and D-rings

HLN9701 Nylon case with 3” Fixed Belt Loop and D-rings

RLN5644 2” Belt clip

HLN8255 3” Belt clip

HLN6602 Universal chest Pack

NTN5243 adjustable Nylon carrying strap (attaches to d-rings)

RLN4570 Break-a-way chest Pack

1505596Z02 chest Pack Replacement strap

RLN4815 Radio Pack Radio Utility case

4280384F89 Radio Pack extension Belt (for RLN4815)

HLN9985 Waterproof Bag

RLN5500 Retainer Kit, provides additional protection when securing 
accessories to radio

TDN9327 Radio Hanger for door panels up to 2.75 inches

TDN9373 Door Hanger for Radio and door panels 2.75 to 3.25 inches

PROGRAMMiNG AND TEST CABLES

PMKN4128 Portable Programming UsB cable

ANTENNAS

UHF Antennas

PMae4016 UHF Wideband Whip antenna (403-520 MHz), 17 cm

PMae4002 UHF stubby antenna (403-433 MHz), 9 cm

PMae4003 UHF stubby antenna (430-470 MHz), 9 cm

Nae6522 UHF stubby antenna (438-470 MHz), 9 cm

vHF Antennas

PMaD4014 VHF Whip antenna (136-155 MHz), 14 cm

PMaD4042 VHF Heliflex antenna (136-150.8 MHz), 14 cm

NaD6502 VHF Heliflex antenna (146-174 MHz), 15 cm

PMaD4012 VHF stubby antenna (136-155 MHz), 9 cm

HaD9742 VHF stubby antenna (146-162 MHz), 9 cm

HaD9743 VHF stubby antenna (162-174 MHz), 9 cm

CARRY SOLUTiONS EASY PROTECTiON THAT’S EASY TO LOCATE

For more information on the MOTOTRBO XiR P3688 accessories,  visit motorolasolutions.com/mototrbo.

To find your nearest Motorola channel Partner, go to motorolasolutions.com/contactus.
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